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Abstract—The growing increase of renewable generation worldwide is posing new challenges for a secure, reliable and economic operation of power systems. In order to face the uncertain and intermittent production of renewable sources, operating reserves must be allocated efficiently and accurately. Nowadays, these reserves are mainly assigned to thermal units, especially gas-fired generators, due to their operation flexibility and fast response. However, the ramping capabilities of these units define the grade of flexibility offered to the system operation. In practical applications, ramping limits are dynamic, i.e., they are a function of the unit's generating output. Omitting this feature leads to suboptimal or infeasible schedules caused by, e.g., a poor representation of ramp-rate limits [5], [6]. However, regulatory authorities recognize the need of high flexibility in the protection of the system against rare events.

Index Terms—Dynamic ramping, mixed-integer linear programming, reserves, unit commitment, thermal units.

NOMENCLATURE

Upper-case letters are used for denoting parameters and sets. Lower-case letters denote variables and indexes.

A. Indexes and Sets

g ∈ G Generating units, running from 1 to G
x ∈ M_x Ramp segments, running from 0 to M_x
x ′ ∈ M_x All ramp segments in M_x different than x = 0
t ∈ T Periods, running from 1 to T

B. Constants

L_v^T Load demand [MWh]
P_g^x Maximum power output of unit g in segment x [MW]
P_g^x Minimum power output of unit g in segment x [MW]
R_t Spinning reserve requirement [MW]
RD_{g,x} Ramp-down rate of unit g in segment x [MW/h]
RU_{g,x} Ramp-up rate of unit g in segment x [MW/h]
SD_g Shutdown capability of unit g [MW]
SU_g Startup capability of unit g [MW]
TD_g Minimum downtime of unit g [h]
TU_g Minimum uptime of unit g [h]

C. Variables

1) Positive and Continuous Variables:

p^x_{g,t} Energy production of unit g in segment x above the minimum output P_g^x [MWh]
\hat{p}_{g,t} Total energy production of unit g [MWh]
r_{g,t} Spinning reserve provided by unit g in segment x [MW]

2) Binary Variables:

w^x_{g,t} Commitment status of unit g in segment x: equal to 1 if the unit is in segment x, and 0 otherwise.
v^{x,x-1}_{g,t},v^{x,x+1}_{g,t} Transitions between consecutive segments of unit g: equal to 1 if there is a transition from x to x − 1, or from x to x + 1, and 0 otherwise.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

The continuous expansion of variable and uncertain renewable generation during the last decade has brought new challenges to the operation and planning of power systems. One particular example is how intermittent renewable production can degrade the system reliability [1]. In order to face the unpredictable output of renewable generation in real time, system operators use operating reserves, which are usually scheduled through a unit commitment (UC). Traditionally, reserve requirements have been defined to replace the most severe contingency and/or as a percentage of the demand or of the generation [2]. However, regulatory authorities have already warned about the need of enhancing operating practices, in particular dispatch and reserve management, to accommodate high levels of renewable generation [3]. For instance, some operators already include power imbalances as the basis to calculate the size of reserves [4]. Unfortunately, the volume of imbalances is positive biased due to suboptimal or infeasible schedules caused by, e.g., a poor representation of ramp-rate limits [5], [6].
Nowadays, thermal units, particularly gas-fired units, are being dispatched in the UC not only as base-load generation but also as operating reserves due to their flexibility and fast response. The grade of flexibility of these units is mainly defined by their ramping capabilities [7]. Ramp-rate limits are of economic and reliability concern for system operators because they constrain the amount of power and operating reserves that can be assigned to each unit, and these reserves determine the amount of renewable generation that can be safety allocated in the system.

In practical applications, ramping limits are dynamic, i.e., they are function of the unit’s generating output (see [7] for further details). The maximum increase/decrease of generation differs at different loading levels [8], [9]. Nevertheless, most of the day-ahead and real-time UC formulations adopt an average ramp-rate limit to represent the ramping process. [6] and [10] show how average ramp limits can be useful only for optimizing the units’ dispatch for a single-period, thus obtaining ramping instructions for the units in only one direction considering maximum/minimum achievable levels in the available time. However, using average ramp rates for longer look-ahead time horizons: 1) does not reflect the actual operating processes of generating units; 2) could result in suboptimal and infeasible dispatches since the unit’s output, and hence its ramps, varies along the multi-time optimization; 3) misrepresents the true reserve capability of the system; 4) misestimates the system operating costs; and 5) adds unnecessary transactions to real-time balancing markets in order to make up all mismatches.

As a consequence, a correct representation of the dynamic behavior of ramp-rate limits within the UC formulation is crucial to ensure a reliable, optimal, efficient, and feasible schedule of thermal units and operating reserves in the short-term planning. This situation is more critical in systems with a high penetration of intermittent renewable generation where thermal units provide the operating reserves required to face the uncertain production of renewable generation.

B. Dynamic Ramp Rates

Traditionally, the problem of solving the economic dispatch with ramp constraints has been called dynamic dispatch problem, and a complete state-of-the-art review can be found in [11]. For representing dynamic ramp rates in the UC, two equivalent mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) models have been proposed in [12]: one employs piecewise linear functions, and the other is based on stepwise linear representations. These approximations have been adopted by some system operators such as CAISO [8], MISO [13], ERCOT [14] and XM1 [9], and the idea is to define a set of segments to limit the maximum energy change of a unit during two consecutive periods as a function of the output level.

Different models employing the dynamic ramping concept from [12] can be found in [10], [15]–[18]. [10] uses dynamic ramp rates to calculate the unit’s reserve capability as a piecewise linear function of a desired dispatch point and the

![Fig. 1: Different ramp-rate models](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Ramp Models</td>
<td>Represents the average ramp rates for the whole period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Dynamic Ramp Models</td>
<td>Represents the current ramp rates for the whole period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accurate Dynamic Ramp Models</td>
<td>Represents the accurate ramp rates for the whole period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1XM, Compañía de Expertos en Mercados. Colombian independent system operator

reserve ramp time. [15] proposes a market mechanism that reduces the cost of reserve capacity and the cost of ramping efficiently. [16] develops a day-ahead scheduling model in which the hourly demand response is considered to reduce the system operating cost. [17] uses particle swarm optimization to solve an optimal power dispatch for an independent power producer in a deregulated environment. Lastly, [18] proposes a technique to calculate the security costs that ramping constraints impose to the system operation. Nonetheless, the major simplification of all current formulations using the dynamic approach is that they assume a fixed ramp-rate limit for the whole time period. Current models do not represent what happens within the period.

Let us illustrate this problem with the same example presented in [12]. Suppose that a unit has a ramp up limit of 130 MW/h (R1) when it generates between 200 MW and 410 MW, and 20 MW/h (R2) when its output is between 410 MW and 480 MW. Fig. 1 depicts the result of three different formulations for this unit when increasing its output from 300 MW to 480 MW during three consecutive periods.

On the one hand, average ramping models (a) that assume a maximum power output with the same ramp rate (e.g., 130 MW/h (R1)) overestimate the unit’s ability to change its output because the inherent dynamic ramping capability is completely ignored. Notice that due to the slow R2, when producing above 410 MW, the unit is physically not able to achieve 480 MW within the three periods. On the other hand, notice how current dynamic ramping models (b) are inaccurate because they use R1 during the whole period T2. In these models the ramp rate can only change at the beginning of the period and remain fixed for the rest of the time (e.g., [12]). In actual operation, somewhere within period T2 the unit’s output exceeds 410 MW, thus the unit can only ramp up at R2. An accurate model (c) would use R2 instead of R1 when the unit’s output exceeds the limit of 410 MW during T2, reaching as much as 433 MW by the end of T3. Formulations for the average ramp rates (a) and current dynamic ramping models (b) are provided in Appendix A for reference.

Even though this example is merely illustrative, similar issues have arisen in actual situations. Table I illustrates ramp-up rate changes for two real thermal units in Colombia [9]. Florez3 is a single gas-fired unit and TCentro is a combined-cycle plant with two combustion turbines and two steam turbines modeled in the market as a single pseudo unit. Notice how some ramping limits change significantly from one segment to another.

Few proposals can be found in the literature aiming to
improve the accuracy of dynamic ramping formulations beyond the one presented in [12]. Until now, all proposed improvements employ the approach of splitting the entire scheduling period into small intervals (minutes) to obtain the exact ramp trajectory. For example, [6], [19] and [20] propose dynamic ramp rates for the piecewise and stepwise formulations respectively. They assign a binary variable to each ramp segment that must be dispatched in each sub-period. At the end, the formulation guarantees that all sub-periods are fulfilled and ramp-rate bands are orderly assigned. Although these proposals do improve the accuracy of the model, they: 1) considerably increase the problem size because require more optimization periods, and 2) [6] imposes an ordering constraint in the segments dispatch that in an hourly optimization could not be suitable. The main problem is that current models employ a fixed ramp-rate limit for the whole time period, neglecting what happens within the period.

C. Contributions and Paper Organization

In order to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of current ramp-rate models, this paper aims to contribute with:

1) An MILP stepwise optimization model with dynamic ramp-limits that allows intraperiod ramp-rate changes. This model can be directly integrated into the UC problem used by system operators and self-scheduled generators to obtain a more reliable, optimal, efficient, and feasible schedule of thermal generating units and operating reserves.

2) The proposed formulation represents intraperiod ramp changes without increasing the number of optimization periods. In addition, although the model is not a convex hull, it uses tight constraints for a low computational burden.

By representing the trajectories that generators follow in the real-time operation more accurately in the UC, operating reserves are better allocated and the units’ flexibility is managed more efficiently, hence larger amounts of renewables can be safety allocated. In addition, this model can be employed to linearize different functions of ramp limits. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II formulates the optimization problem of dynamic ramp rates with intraperiod changes, Section III presents case studies to illustrate and validate the proposed formulation, Section IV draws main conclusions, and Appendix A summarizes the formulations used from the literature to compare the obtained results.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The proposed dynamic ramping model considers intraperiod ramp-limit changes by taking into account the ramp during the transition between consecutive segments. Transitions in a given period are only allowed between consecutive segments. Each ramp segment is defined by a change in ramp limits. For the example shown in Fig. 1, the unit would have three ramp segments: $x = 1$ stating for the trajectory from zero to 200 MW, $x = 2$ when the unit is producing between 200 MW and 410 MW, and $x = 3$ when the unit is producing between 410 MW and 480 MW. In addition, the segment $x = 0$ is introduced to represent when the unit is offline. For the sake of brevity, this section only addresses the technical constraints to represent dynamic ramp rate limits. However, including these equations in a complete UC formulation is straightforward, i.e., only extra constraints should be added to include, for example, AC power flows [21], or the units’ startup and shutdown power trajectories [22].

1) Objective function: The aim of the short-term scheduling problems is to minimize the total operating costs, which are mainly represented by (i) production cost and (ii) startup and shutdown costs:

$$\min \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{g \in G} \left\{ \sum_{x' \in M_x} \left[ C^{NL}_{gt} u_{gt}^{x'} + C^{LV}_{gt} \left( \Delta x_{gt}^{x'} u_{gt}^{x'} + p_{gt}^{x'} \right) \right] + C^{SU}_{gt} v_{gt}^{0.1} + C^{SD}_{gt} v_{gt}^{1.0} \right\}$$

(1)

Notice that $p_{gt}^{x'}$ is the unit’s output in the segment $x'$ above the minimum $P_{gt}^x$. The total energy production of unit $g$ at time $t$ can be computed as $\hat{P}_{gt} = \sum_{x'} (P_{gt} u_{gt}^{x'} + p_{gt}^{x'})$.

2) System constraints: The balance between generation and load, and the provision of spinning reserve are guaranteed by

$$\sum_{g \in G} \sum_{x' \in M_x} (P_{gt} u_{gt}^{x'} + p_{gt}^{x'}) = L_t \quad \forall t$$

(2)

$$\sum_{g \in G} \sum_{x' \in M_x} r_{gt}^{x'} \geq R_t \quad \forall t.$$  

(3)

3) Transitions, segment coupling and minimum up/down constraints: Fig. 2 illustrates the behavior of the segments commitment $u_{gt}$ and transitions $\{v_{gt}^{x-1}, v_{gt}^{x+1}\}$, which work as follows: 1) when there is a transition from mode $x$ to $x-1 \Rightarrow v_{gt}^{x-1} = 1, u_{gt}^{x} = 0, u_{gt}^{x-1} = 1$; 2) when there is a transition from mode $x$ to $x+1 \Rightarrow v_{gt}^{x+1} = 1, u_{gt}^{x} = 0, u_{gt}^{x+1} = 1$; and 3) when there are no transitions between modes, $v_{gt}^{x} = 0, v_{gt}^{x+1} = 0$. In addition, when any mode $x \neq 0$ is on, then $u_{gt}^{x} = 1, u_{gt}^{0} = 0$, and the constraints ruled by the parameter $TU_g$ are active. Similarly, when all modes $x \neq 0$ are off, then $u_{gt}^{x} = 0, u_{gt}^{0} = 1$, and the constraints ruled by the parameter $TD_g$ are active.

All segments must be mutually exclusive:

$$\sum_{x \in M_x} u_{gt}^{x} \leq 1 \quad \forall g, t.$$  

(4)

The binary variables representing transitions between modes $\{v_{gt}^{x-1}, v_{gt}^{x+1}\}$ can be read as the startup of mode $x-1$ or $x+1$, and shutdown of mode $x$. We can therefore adapt the traditional logical constraints used to schedule startups and
shutdowns from [23], [24] to represent transitions between consecutive segments:
\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{gt} - u_{gt-1} & = v_{gt}^{x'+1,x'} + v_{gt-1}^{x'-1,x} - v_{gt}^{x',x'} - v_{gt}^{x',x'} - 1 \\
    & \quad \forall x', g, t
\end{align*}
\]
(5)

and to impose minimum up and downtime constraints:
\[
\begin{align*}
    \sum_{i=TU+1}^{t} v_{gi}^{0,1} & \leq \sum_{x} u_{gx}^{x} \quad \forall g, t \in [TU_{g}, T] \\
    \sum_{i=TD+1}^{t} v_{gi}^{1,0} & \leq 1 - \sum_{x} u_{gx}^{x} \quad \forall g, t \in [TD_{g}, T].
\end{align*}
\]
(8)

Equations (5)-(7) rule the transitions from segment \( x \) to its two consecutive segments: if there is a transition between \( x \) and \( x-1 \) then \( v_{gt}^{x,x-1} = 1 \); otherwise, \( v_{gt}^{x,x-1} = 0 \). If there is a transition between \( x \) and \( x+1 \), then \( v_{gt}^{x,x+1} = 1 \); otherwise, \( v_{gt}^{x,x+1} = 0 \). These equations are formulated in such a way that variables \( \{v_{gt}^{x,x-1}, v_{gt}^{x,x+1}\} \) are forced to take binary values when variables \( v_{gt}^{x} \) are defined as binary, even if \( \{v_{gt}^{x,x-1}, v_{gt}^{x,x+1}\} \) are declared as continuous. Such behavior is explained as follows:

1. When segment \( x \) is off for two consecutive periods: \( u_{gt}, u_{gt-1} = 0 \), (6) forces \( v_{gt}^{x+1,x} + v_{gt}^{x-1,x} = 0 \), and then (5) ensures that \( v_{gt}^{x+1,x} = v_{gt}^{x-1,x} = 0 \).
2. When segment \( x \) is on for two consecutive periods: \( u_{gt}, u_{gt-1} = 1 \), (7) forces \( v_{gt}^{x+1,x} + v_{gt}^{x-1,x} = 0 \), and then (5) ensures that \( v_{gt}^{x+1,x} = v_{gt}^{x-1,x} = 0 \). Additionally, (4) imposes that \( v_{gt}^{x+1,x} = 0 \).
3. When there is a transition from segment \( x \) to \( x+1 \): \( u_{gt}^{x}, u_{gt-1}^{x} = 1 \), and \( u_{gt+1}^{x} = 1 \). From (6) \( v_{gt}^{x+1,x} + v_{gt}^{x-1,x} = 0 \), from (7) \( v_{gt}^{x+1,x} + v_{gt}^{x-1,x} \leq 1 \), and from (4) \( u_{gt}^{x-1,x} = 0 \). Then, (5) forces that the only option is that \( v_{gt}^{x+1,x} \) and \( v_{gt}^{x-1,x} \) are both equal to 1.

Although \( \{v_{gt}^{x,x-1}, v_{gt}^{x,x+1}\} \) can be declared as continuous, it is recommended to define them as binary. This strategy does not increase the complexity of the MILP solving process, it instead allows the solver to look for opportunities to exploit their integrality characteristic, as discussed in [23]. Although including transition variables increases the number of binary variables, the strategy of adapting the model from [24] to govern transitions between segments guarantees a tight formulation, as also discussed in [25], where these variables are used to model transition between modes in combined-cycle units. A tight formulation provides a relaxed solution closer to the optimal integer solution, which reduces the computational burden. Further details and tight MILP formulations for the UC problem are provided in [22],[24], [26],[28].

4) Generation limits: The unit’s generation limits including its startup or shutdown capabilities are given by
\[
\begin{align*}
p_{gt}^1 + r_{gt}^1 & \leq (T_g^1 - D_g^1) u_{gt}^1 - (T_g^1 - S_g) v_{gt}^{1,0} \\
& \quad - \max(S_D - S_g^2, 0) v_{gt}^{1,0} \forall g \in G^1, t
\end{align*}
\]
(10)
\[
\begin{align*}
p_{gt}^1 + r_{gt}^1 & \leq (T_g^1 - D_g^1) u_{gt}^1 - (T_g^1 - S_g) v_{gt}^{1,0} \\
& \quad - \max(S_U - S_g, 0) v_{gt}^{1,0} \forall g \in G^1, t
\end{align*}
\]
(11)
\[
\begin{align*}
p_{gt}^1 + r_{gt}^1 & \leq (T_g^1 - D_g^1) u_{gt}^1 - (T_g^1 - S_g) v_{gt}^{1,0} \\
& \quad - \max(S_U - D_g, 0) v_{gt}^{1,0} \forall g \in G^1, t
\end{align*}
\]
(12)
where \( S_U, SD \geq P_g^1 \), and \( G^1 \) is defined as the units in \( G \) with \( TU = 1 \). These constraints are adapted from those in [23] to dynamic ramping segments. The formulation distinguishes between units with \( TU = 1 \) and \( TU > 1 \) and includes the 'max' terms in (10) and (11) in order to obtain a tighter model, as proven in [28]. For segments \( x \neq 1 \), the generation limits correspond to
\[
\begin{align*}
p_{gt}^x + r_{gt}^x & \leq (T_g^x - P_g^x) u_{gt}^x \quad \forall x' \geq 2, g, t
\end{align*}
\]
(13)

5) Ramping constraints: The ramping constraints within a period and between consecutive periods are enforced by:
\[
\begin{align*}
p_{gt}^{x'} + r_{gt}^{x'} - p_{gt,t-1}^{x'} & \leq u_{gt}^{x'+1,x'} v_{gt}^{x'+1,x'} - \frac{T_g^{x'-1} - P_g^{x'-1}}{R_U_g} \forall x', g, t
\end{align*}
\]
(14)
\[
\begin{align*}
p_{gt}^{x'} - p_{gt,t-1}^{x'} & \leq u_{gt}^{x'-1,x} v_{gt}^{x'-1,x} - \frac{T_g^{x'-1} - P_g^{x'-1}}{R_D_g} \forall x', g, t
\end{align*}
\]
(15)
the ramp-up rate depending on the distance to the point at which the ramp-up rate changes. Also, (15) becomes \( p_{g,t-1}^x \leq \overline{P}_g^{x,t} - \underline{P}_g^x \) (A transition from segment \( x-1 \) to \( x \) is equivalent to a transition from segment \( x \) to \( x+1 \).)

3) When there is a transition from segment \( x \) to \( x-1\): \( u_{g,t}^{x-1} = 1, u_{g,t}^{x-1} = 1, v_{g,t}^{x-1} = 1, v_{g,t}^{x-1} = 0 \) for all \( x \) because of (5)-(7). (15) becomes \( p_{g,t-1}^x \leq RD_g^x - RD_g^{x-1} (\overline{P}_g^{x-1} - \underline{P}_g^x - p_{g,t}^{x-1}) \) correcting the ramp-down rate as in the ramp-up case. Also, (14) becomes \( p_{g,t}^x + v_{g,t}^x \leq \overline{P}_g^{x,t} - \underline{P}_g^x \), coinciding with (13).

Notice how these constraints avoid big-M parameters, thus not damaging the tightness of the formulation. That is, when a constraint needs to be relaxed, it takes the form of another constraint previously formulated, needed to define the feasible region, and without creating unnecessary vertices.

### III. Case Studies

This section provides two case studies that illustrate and validate the contributions of the proposed formulation in comparison with other dynamic ramping models available in the literature, which assume unique ramp-rate limits for each system operator. Throughout this section, results from the average ramping formulation are denoted as 'RefF', and data is reproduced in Table II. It considers that the demand to be supplied results from the average ramping formulation are indicated by 'New'. All formulations RefF, RefD and New. The main difference can be observed in the transition between periods 1 and 2, where formulations RefF and RefD underestimate system costs by formulations RefF, RefD and New. The main difference can be observed in the transition between periods 1 and 2, where formulations RefF and RefD overestimate the ramp-up capability of unit A because they do not take into account the change of ramp limits when unit A is exceeding 410 MW.

In contrast, New considers the continuous nature of dynamic ramps within a period. To observe this, note how (14) becomes \( p_{1,t}^3 \leq 20 - 20/130 (410 - 220 - p_{1,t-1}^3) \) for the parameters of this numerical example, which disregards reserves. If \( p_{1,t-1}^1 = 100 \) MW (a total production of \( p_{1,t-1}^1 = 300 \) MW), then the maximum \( p_{1,t}^3 \) would be 3 MW (\( p_{1,t}^3 = 413 \) MW) which is equivalent to a ramp-up limit of 113 MW/h. Notice that, if \( p_{1,t-1}^4 = 80 \) MW (\( p_{1,t-1}^4 = 280 \) MW), then (14) would impose a ramp-up limit of 130 MW/h. On the other hand, if \( p_{1,t-1}^2 = 210 \) MW (\( p_{1,t-1}^2 = 410 \) MW), then (14) would set a ramp-up limit of 20 MW/h. In conclusion, this ramping constraint enforces a completely continuous and dynamic ramping limit change from 130 to 20 MW/h depending on how far \( p_{1,t-1}^3 \) is from reaching the segment limit 410 MW, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Moreover, RefF and RefD underestimate system costs because they overestimate the ramp limits. Notice that all the energy that is overestimated by the simplified models RefF and RefD must be rescheduled by using operating reserves in real time, which brings additional costs to the system operation. For example, RefF overestimates the production of unit A by 64 MW, and RefD by 34 MW. In conclusion, current fixed and dynamic ramps formulations may lead the units to provide infeasible reschedules, which hide true operating costs.

**Case 2. Ramping over- and underestimation:** The second case illustrates how the current dynamic ramp models mislead both ramp-up and ramp-down capabilities. Here, it is assumed that the system operator provides the operation profile to unit
A shown in Fig. 4. If RefD is used, two flaws can be observed. First, this model overestimates the ramp-up capability, as already mentioned. Second, it also underestimates the ramp-down capability when the unit is producing around the power output point at which the ramp limit changes. The former flaw is highlighted in the third row in Fig. 4 for periods 4 to 7, and 15 and 16; while the latter flaw is highlighted in the second row for period 13. As a result, the system operator operates the power system inefficiently because: 1) other units must respond with their reserves to the lack of ramp-up capability of unit A, and these reserves are in principle assigned to back up, e.g., renewables; and 2) other units are required to ramp down when unit A could do it.

In addition, a poor representation of ramp-rate limits also leads to error in the amount of reserves that can be offered by a generating unit. The last two rows of Fig. 4 show differences between the RefD and New in periods 13, 14 and 16. Taking into account that during periods 13 and 16 both RefD and New provide opposite dispatches (down- and up-ramping, respectively), the analysis is focused on hour 14 that is of special interest. According to RefD, unit A can provide 30 MW of spinning reserve, whereas New indicates that the unit cannot comply with the dispatch order, even worse, it cannot provide reserves. If the unit is chosen to provide reserves, the hazard will double in front of a sudden drop of, e.g., wind generation: 1) the unit is unable to provide reserves when demanded, and 2) additional reserves are needed to solve the unit imbalance.

The major contribution of the proposed formulation New is clearly shown in Fig. 3, where ramp changes occur any time the output power crosses 410 MW when the unit either ramping up or down, and even within the period. In contrast, RefD always observes the ramp limit of the previous period.

Case 3. Reserves: Operating reserves are nowadays critical to integrate increasing penetration levels of renewable energy into power systems. Among operating reserves, spinning and non-spinning reserves can be distinguished. If dynamic ramps are not properly formulated, we have already observed that other units must provide reserves to respond to the ramp over- and underestimation. For example, since unit A cannot follow the profile proposed by the system operator in Case 2, other units must provide their spinning reserves to balance these deviations. In this case, another unit would cover from 52 MW (480-428=52 MW) in period 15 to 2 MW (480-478=2 MW) in period 7. Consequently, when using the current dynamic ramping formulations, the system operator (or the units) overestimate the spinning and non-spinning reserves.

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the power output and available reserves of unit A for formulations RefD and New. The available reserves are obtained taking into account that they must be deployed within a given time limit, for this case, 10 minutes for spinning reserves and 30 minutes for non-spinning reserves. Notice that RefD always overestimates the reserves of unit A because RefD disregards the change of ramp-up limits when the unit output is exceeding 410 MW. For instance, when unit A is producing 400 MW, RefD indicates that it can provide as much as 21.67 MW and 65 MW for spinning and non-spinning reserves, respectively, which is equivalent to a ramp-up limit of 130 MW/h. However, as soon as the unit A generates 410 MW, the ramp-up limit will decrease to 20 MW/h, hence the unit is not physically capable to provide these reserves values. In contrast, New indicates that unit A can only provide 11.78 MW and 18.46 MW for spinning and non-spinning reserves, respectively, as New does consider the change in the ramp-up limit.

B. Computational Performance

Table IV presents the number of constraints, integer, and continuous variables needed by the three different formulations to model ramp rates. The data are given as a function of the
number of units $G$, periods $T$, and segments different from zero $M$. Appendix A presents the mathematical formulation of of RefF and RefD.

The proposed model formulates $GT(5M - 1)$ and $GT(5M - 4)$ more constraints than RefF than RefD, respectively. These differences are mainly because New needs (5)-(7) to control the new transition variables $\{v_{g,x-1}^{r,t}, v_{g,x}^{r,t+1}\}$. These binaries explain the difference of $GT(M - 2)$ integer variables with respect to RefD. Also, New requires $2GT(M - 1)$ more continuous variables to control the unit’s power output and spinning reserve per segment.

The network-constrained UC for the IEEE 57-bus system is used to compare the performance of the different formulations. This system is composed of 57 buses, 80 transmission lines, 42 demand sides, and 7 thermal units. Table V shows the number of segments $M$ and their values. Solve times are evaluated for an hourly optimization of one day.

Table VI shows the performance of the different formulations on the IEEE 57-bus system. In order to model dynamic ramp rates, RefD took 3.5 longer to solve than RefF, and incremented 1.17 times the number of constraints (Const.), 3 times the number of binaries (Int.var.), and 1.26 times the number of continuous variables (Cont.var.). Similarly, compared with RefD, New took 3.79 longer to solve because it deals with dynamic ramps with intraperiod changes; it also increased 1.6 times the number of constraints, 1.1 times the number of binaries, and 1.2 times the number of real variables.

Given that New provides a closer estimation of the trajectories that generators follow in real time, its evaluation of the operating cost (Obj.) is expected to be more accurate. Simplifications carried out by RefF and RefD resulted in an underestimated objective function of 4.5% and 1.5% respectively. Such underestimation implies that the obtained UC must be made up in real-time. As a consequence, scheduled reserves that are needed to back up renewables will be affected, and the volume of energy transactions in real-time balancing markets will unnecessarily increase. In contrast, New makes the system less vulnerable as more precise operation signals are provided.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a mixed-integer linear programming optimization model for dynamic ramp-limits allowing intraperiod ramp-rate changes. This model can be directly integrated into the UC problem employed by system operators or generators to obtain a reliable, optimal, efficient, and feasible schedule of thermal generating units and operating reserves. These features are necessary requirements nowadays to cope with the new system operation challenges posed by the increasing levels of renewable generation, and to allow to reduce unnecessary volumes of energy transactions in real-time balancing markets. Case studies demonstrated how by taking into account the intraperiod ramp-rate changes, the proposed model 1) allocates operating reserves more efficiently, 2) estimates operating costs more accurately, and 3) manages the units’ flexibility more efficiently than traditional ramp formulations found in the literature. Inaccurate modeling of dynamic ramp-rate limits misrepresents the generators’ flexibility, resulting in technically infeasible solutions that must be made up in real time, which degrades economy and reliability of the system due to an inefficient use of reserves to balance the resulting mismatches. Formulating a convex hull to improve the computational performance of the model is a relevant future research guideline. Also, quantifying the impact of renewable uncertainty (e.g., wind) on the UC and dispatch, and their variation due to the proposed formulation is undoubtedly of interest. A future research guideline should consider developing the stochastic version of the proposed formulation.

APPENDIX

This section details the ramping models used as references in this document. The same nomenclature in Section II is used here, and the reserve variables absent in the reference models are included. Newer nomenclature is defined as it appears in the text. Given that only ramping constraints are compared, the same objective function (1), system constraints (2) and (3), minimum up/down times (8) and (9), and generation limits (13) are assumed.

A. Average Ramp Rates

The classic approximation of ramp-rate limits [6], [23] is

$$\left(p_{gt} + r_{gt}\right) - p_{g,t-1} \leq RU_{g} \quad \forall g, t \quad (A.1)$$

$$p_{g,t-1} - p_{gt} \leq RD_{g} \quad \forall g, t \quad (A.2)$$

where $p_{gt}$ is the power output of unit $g$ over its unit’s minimum output at time $t$, and $r_{gt}$ is the spinning reserve provided by unit $g$ in $t$.

B. Dynamic Ramp Rates

The stepwise dynamic ramp-rate formulation from [12]:

$$\left(p_{gt} + r_{gt}\right) - p_{g,t-1} \leq \sum_{x' \in M_{g}} RU_{g}^{x'} \quad \forall g, t \quad (A.3)$$

$$p_{g,t-1} - p_{gt} \leq \sum_{y' \in M_{g}} RD_{g}^{y'} \quad \forall g, t \quad (A.4)$$
\[
\sum_{x' \in M_g} u^x_{gt} + \sum_{y' \in M_g} u^y_{gt} = u_{gt} \quad \forall g, t \quad (A.5)
\]
\[
p_{gt} \geq \sum_{x' \in M_g} P^\prime_{gt} u^x_{gt} + \sum_{y' \in M_g} P^\prime_{yt} u^y_{gt} \quad \forall g, t \quad (A.6)
\]
\[
p_{gt} \leq \sum_{x' \in M_g} P^\prime_{gt} u^x_{gt} + \sum_{y' \in M_g} P^\prime_{yt} u^y_{gt} \quad \forall g, t \quad (A.7)
\]

where \( y' \in M_g \) are ramp-down segments. The ramp-up \((A.3)\) and ramp-down \((A.4)\) constraints are formulated in this paper as \((14)\) and \((15)\), respectively, to allow intraperiod changes. \([12]\) controls that segments are mutually exclusive with \((A.5)-(A.7)\) and we do it with \((4)-(7)\).
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